76% of Americans think international travelers are different than those who don’t travel internationally.

- 29% more fun
- 26% more creative
- 7% sexier

WHAT ELSE DO WE KNOW ABOUT AMERICANS, INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL AND HOW THEY USE THEIR PASSPORTS?

- **INSTA-POWER**: 52% of people who think international travel is up attribute it to people sharing their travel experiences online.
- **LOOKING FOR LOVE?**: 16% use dating apps abroad; 44% would think twice about dating/marrying someone without a passport.
- **FOODIE CULTURE IS HERE TO STAY**: 39% want to go abroad to try authentic, local food.
- **EXTEND THAT GAP YEAR**: 66% think international travel can be as valuable as a college education.
- **BATTLE OF THE SEXES**: 15% of men have no clue where their passport is at home (compared to 8% of women).
- **NO PARTNER? NO PROBLEM**: More than a quarter (28%) of millennials prefer to travel alone.
- **IT’S GOOD FOR YOUR MARRIAGE**: 34% of married travelers said international travel helped them deepen their relationship.
- **KIDS AREN’T AN EXCUSE**: 41% of travelers with children already have international travel planned.

Ready for your next passport stamp? Visit news.hilton.com/passportproject today.